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DEFIANCE PUBLIC LIBRARY SYSTEM 
Collection Development Policy 

Approved 2022.10.26 

The goal of the Defiance Public Library System (DPLS) Collection Development Policy is to select materials 

in a manner consistent with the library system’s Mission & Vision Statements. 

Mission Statement: The Defiance Public Library System welcomes all and provides accessible books and 

other resources to its users. The Library System brings people together to learn about the past, present 

and future. 

Vision: To welcome all, open doors to learning, and build community. 

CONTENT OF COLLECTIONS: The library strives to provide material to support the diverse interests and 

concerns of its citizens of all ages, and to promote creative use of their leisure time. 

DPLS staff select, organize, preserve, and make freely and easily accessible, materials in a variety of 

formats. The quantity of material available on any given subject or by any given author will be in 

proportion to the evident need and interest of the public served, as indicated by analysis of circulation 

statistics and patron requests. The selection of materials will exhibit a balance of viewpoints. Materials 

will be provided within the limitations of space and budget and cannot be expected to be 

comprehensive with respect to any subject or author. 

DPLS subscribes to the principles of both the Library Bill of Rights and Freedom to Read statements as 

set forth by the American Library Association. We feel that these principles are essential to the 

preservation of our democracy and the development of a balanced collection. The statements can be 

found on the DPLS website. 

Final responsibility for what any individual reads, listens to, or views must lie with that individual. 

Selection of materials for the library is not limited by the possibility that those materials may come into 

the possession of minors, or others who might find the content controversial, objectionable, or 

offensive. DPLS does not serve in loco parentis in its selection of materials or overall collection 

development plan. Responsibility for the reading, listening and viewing of materials by minors rests 

with their parent or guardian. 

Special criteria for the selection of non-book formats may apply due to the typically higher cost of the 

materials to purchase and maintain. In addition, development of non-book collections will generally be 

selective rather than comprehensive. DPLS will also provide access to the internet, electronic databases, 

other reference materials in electronic format, and selected topical websites. 

DPLS places priority on providing current topics and titles rather than building comprehensive academic, 

historical, or rare book collections except for the acquisition of materials of significance to the history of 

Defiance County. 
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LIMITATIONS OF THE COLLECTION: Most of the materials collected will be in English until/unless 

community demographics suggest otherwise. DPLS will collect local and regional materials of historic 

and current interest. DPLS will not generally collect textbooks or technical manuals, except through 

donation. Materials which are excessively priced, self-published, or not critically reviewed, will generally 

not be purchased. 

COLLABORATIVE COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT AND INTERLIBRARY LOAN: DPLS improves the quality of 

library services for its Defiance County library card holders by broadening and deepening the range of 

materials collectively available through participation in state and local consortia. The library system also 

seeks to cooperate with and coordinate its collection development efforts with that of other educational, 

social and cultural groups in the community. 

DPLS is a member of Serving Every Ohioan (SEO), a state-run consortium of public and academic libraries 

in Ohio sharing an integrated library system, resources, and expertise. Although each member of SEO 

operates independently, the various strengths of each collection expand the variety of materials 

available to library users. SEO, the Ohio Public Library Information Network (OPLIN), and OhioNet also 

play important cooperative roles in researching electronic resources, negotiating prices, and purchasing 

access to online resources. 

GIFTS AND DONATIONS: Gifts accepted by DPLS for the collection are judged on the same basis as any 

materials purchased for the collection. Materials are accepted by the library system with the 

understanding that these same criteria are used. Other factors influencing acceptance of gifts are: 

1. Cost of processing.

2. Availability of space.

3. Suitability of format.

4. Physical condition of the item.

5. Relationship to the rest of the collection.

A completed DPLS gift form and/or donation form must accompany gifts and donations. 

INDEPENDENT AUTHORS:  For the purpose of this policy, independent authors are defined as individuals 

who have had their work published through small press, an independent publisher, or self-publishing. 

Defiance Public Library System wishes to recognize the literary efforts of independent authors by 

including their work in its collections. However, these works must meet the library’s selection criteria as 

detailed in the DPLS Collection Development Policy. We receive many inquiries from authors and have 

created this policy to guide independent authors in their effort to have their work selected for the 

library’s collection. 

The library may acquire self-published books if they include unique local content, fit the scope of the 

library’s collection development plan, and meet our selection criteria: 
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1. All authors must donate the item to be considered for addition in the library collection. Books

will be included based on condition and perceived demand or interest by the local community.

2. Authors are encouraged to provide any available professional reviews of their book. Having

your book receive an independent, positive review in one or more of the major review

journals (such as Library Journal, School Library Journal, Kirkus Review, Booklist, and

Publisher's Weekly) is the best way to bring a title to our attention. We are more likely to

consider adding a self-published book to our collection if it has been reviewed in a major

review journal. Paid reviews and reader reviews on online sites are not considered as part of

the review process.

3. Due to staffing and time constraints, we are unable to meet with individual authors, nor notify

authors if books are not accepted.

4. If an author’s work is added to the collection, it will not remain there in perpetuity and may

be removed as part of ongoing collection maintenance.

5. Please understand that if your work is chosen for inclusion in the library’s collection, the library

is under no obligation to buy additional copies for the collection. If library staff chooses to buy

additional copies, they may not be directly purchased from you but from an intermediary

source.

6. All materials that are donated become the property of Defiance Public Library System and

cannot be returned to the donor.

7. Donations that are not accepted into the collection will be sent to the Friends of the

Library for use in their book sales.

If your work meets these criteria, please submit a copy to: 

Defiance Public Library 

Collection Development (Self-Published Author Submission) 

320 Fort Street 

Defiance, OH 43512 

Please include: 

• Name

• Address

• Telephone Number

• Email address

• Title of book

• Vendor/Publisher information

• Professional reviews

CUSTOMER REQUESTS 

1. Library users may place formal requests for the purchase of collection materials by completing an

online form on the DPLS website.

2. All suggested purchases are reviewed by library staff who apply to the customer request the same

selection criteria that are applied to all materials purchased by the library.

3. The originator of a request will be notified of the library’s selection decision.
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CHALLENGED MATERIALS: In order to represent the diversity of thought within the Defiance County 

community, it is very important that the library system’s collection contain materials representing 

differing points of view on public issues of a controversial nature. DPLS does not endorse particular 

beliefs or views, nor does selection of an item express or imply an endorsement of the viewpoint 

expressed by the author. Library materials will not be marked or identified to show approval or 

disapproval and no library materials will be sequestered for reasons other than protection from theft or 

damage. 

 

Patrons who are concerned with the suitability of certain materials may express those concerns in 

writing on a form provided specifically for this purpose, citing the specific objections to the work, 

and giving suggestions for replacement. Those materials are to remain on the shelf and in 

circulation while under consideration. 

 

All challenged materials are addressed in accordance with the processes set forth in the 

Request for Reconsideration of Materials and Programs form which can be found on the library website. 

 

COLLECTION MAINTENANCE: In order to maintain a collection that is current and relevant to the 

community’s needs, library staff periodically evaluate the collection as a whole, as well as specific items 

within it. When deciding what items to withdraw from the collection, staff may consider the material’s 

condition, use, timeliness, and accuracy, among other factors. When withdrawn materials cannot be 

readily or practicably sold by the library, the library may offer withdrawn materials to the friends of the 

library or other groups or organizations whose purpose is consistent with the library’s mission. These 

groups may resell these materials or use them for other purposes consistent with the library’s mission. 

 

LOCAL HISTORY COLLECTION:  The purpose of the local history collection is to preserve materials that 

document the history of Defiance County, its city and villages, and to make these materials available to 

researchers and the public. The library holds physical materials in trust for future generations, and 

therefore they can be examined in the local history room only. 

 

The major emphasis of the collection at the main library is historical information about the City of 

Defiance and the surrounding communities of Defiance County, while the branch library collections 

focus specifically on historical information about the community where each branch is located. Subject 

areas include early settlers, ethnic groups, family, business, prominent individuals, and events. 

Resources and physical space will be critically considered when acquiring materials for this collection. 

Items in poor condition, duplicates, and items with restrictions on use will not be collected. 

 

Materials must have enough historical value to justify the expense of storage and preservation. The 

library recognizes the purposes and resources of other information agencies in the County and does not 

needlessly duplicate materials. 

 

The collection houses materials in a variety of formats including but not limited to: books, pamphlets, 

posters, diaries, letters, maps, photographs, scrapbooks, and electronic records. The collection does not 
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house materials in the following formats: three dimensional artifacts, original government records, 

posters larger than 36”x 48”. 

 

Occasionally, Defiance Public Library System enters into cooperative arrangements with other 

organizations in order to preserve historical materials and/or to make them more widely available. 


